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Come and join us for our
Christmas Celebration and

Pot Luck dinner.
Hugs & Kisses to All.
Hi Lorraine,
This is one of the most bizarre fish things I have ever
seen. There is a parasite called Cymothoa exigua which enters a
fish’s gill and then attaches itself to the tongue of the fish and then
causes the tongue to waste away. It then replaces the function of
the tongue and eats whatever it can when the fish is feeding. Does
not seem to harm or hurt the fish in any way.

Thanks Alan

Tongue-Eating Fish Parasites Never Ceases to Amaze
POSTED THU, 02/28/2013
HTTP://PHENOMENA.NATIONALGEOGRAPHIC.COM/2013/02/28/
TONGUE-EATING-FISH-PARASITES-NEVER-CEASE-TO-AMAZE/

NOVA put together a video, embedded below, about one of those animals that you have to keep persuading yourself is real, a parasitic crustacean that lives inside the mouths of fishes, eating–and then taking the
place of–its host’s tongue.
I can vouch for these beasts, having written about them off and on since I first encountered them in my
research for Parasite Rex—most recently on the Loom last year. But I was not aware that it’s the female that
wins the Oscar for best performance as a fish tongue. The males just hang out around the gills of the fish and
then–yep–mate with the pseudo-tongue.
This discovery led me to wonder about the latest research about tongue-eating isopods. I came across a
2012 master’s thesis by Colt William Cook of the University of Texas, which confirms what you see in the video
–that the parasites are born as males, and then when they enter a fish, one turns female. This switch only occurs
if there’s no female already installed in the host–otherwise, the males stay male. As this transformation takes
place, Cook adds, the female’s body grows enormously. Its eyes shrink, since it no longer has to hunt for a
home. Its legs stretch out, to help it anchor itself in the mouth.
After one of the males mates with the female, she gives birth to a brood of live male parasites. For their
first few days, Cook found, they search madly for another host (each species of parasite seems to only live in a
single species of fish). They sniff for the scent of their host, and if a shadow passes overhead when the odor is
strong, they shoot upwards through the water. They burn through a lot of energy in the process; if they fail to
find a host in the first few days, they settle down and hope they can ambush a fish that happens to be swimming by. It’s a hard way to start your life, and it may explain why several males will huddle inside a fish with
only a single female in the offing. Looking for another fish with a single female parasite might be a less promising strategy than competing with the males you’re with.
cont’d on page 3
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For our November meeting, we had Bob Wright come out and do a
presentation about the trip that Noel and he took down south. They saw different animals and they also went snorkeling and took some pictures. There
were some very interesting photos and lots of different fish. I hope everybody
enjoyed the presentation as much as I did.
Our meeting for December will be our Pot Luck and Christmas get together. There will be lots of draws and lots to eat at this meeting. Beware of
food allergies.
Memberships are due, so if you would like to keep Jennifer busy, get your memberships at the meeting, remember,
you have to be a member to get into the draws.
There will be no Jar show this month.
As always, we will have the auction, so please bring out
your extra fish and plants, who knows, you may pick up a
bargain or two.
Let’s enjoy and have a Merry Christmas and all the best
in the New Year.
Ron Bishop
President
London Aquaria Society

Tongue-Eating Fish Parasites Never Ceases to Amaze
cont’d from front page

Of course, these rules may only apply to the species that Cook
studied, which infects Atlantic croakers off the coast of Florida. The full
diversity of these tongue parasites is probably enormous. A 2012 study
puts the total species at 280, but that’s just known species. A team of scientists from Annamalai University in India recently did a survey of the
parasites in fishes off the coast of India. Before their study, scientists knew of 47 species of parasites in Indian
waters. In just nine fishes, the scientists discovered ten new parasite species. I’d wager that some of the species
waiting to be discovered will prove to be even more surreal.
London Aquaria Society
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The Tadpole Madtom, Noturus gyrinus
Robin Engelking

https://www.scotcat.com/articles/article31.htm

Noturus is a genus in the family Ictaluridae. Ictalurids are found in North and Central America
east of the Rockies from Canada to Guatemala. Noturus is the largest group in this family and they are
found in many states, including Minnesota.

The tadpole madtom is usually found in streams and riffles, but can occasionally be found at the margins of
lakes. They are often found among stones in rocky streams. They can also be found under branches, leaf detritus
or even in old cans. The best way to collect madtoms is with a seining net or a kick net and if you're really lucky
you might find them in an old can or bottle. If you net something that reminds you of a small bullhead, you
might have a tadpole madtom. They have smooth, scaleless skin that is yellow brown to brown on the dorsal surface with a cream or white belly. There are four pairs of prominent barbels framing a wide thick-lipped mouth.
The head is broad and flat with very small eyes and in a healthy fish the barbels are held pointed forward forming a "cup". You can usually locate your fish's lair by looking for the tips of the barbels sticking out. This is how the
fish keeps track of what is going on in its tank. I have had my female tadpole madtom for three years now and
when I got her she was a little over an inch long, now she is approximately 5? inches long.
The adipose fin starts far forward on the fish's back and is matched by a long anal fin on the belly. Both of
these fins are separated from the caudal fin by a small notch. The dorsal and pectoral fins have thick, sharp spines
and you need to be aware that these spines are venomous and can give a nasty sting. I have never been stung by
my fish, but people who have, say it is very painful.
Madtoms are shy and seldom appear during the day. They prefer to prowl the tank at night and will glide
gracefully around it searching for food. Madtoms are omnivores and thus easy to feed. They will eat almost anything that will fit in their mouths. I feed mine Hikari sinking carnivore pellets, brine shrimp pellets, chopped earthworms and glass shrimp but they will also eat feeder guppies and the occasional tank mate. They can swallow surprisingly large fish. Mine managed to eat a couple of 3 inch shiners. I usually feed my fish in the evening just after
I turn out the tank light.

London Aquaria Society
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The Tadpole Madtom, Noturus gyrinus
cont’d from page 4

Because they are native fish and used to cool lakes and streams, it is best to keep them in an unheated
tank. They become stressed at temperatures in the 80's and may die if the tank reaches over 90?F. The small size
and ease of keeping tadpole madtoms should make them amenable to captive breeding. To my knowledge, no
one has yet accomplished this. It could be a challenge for someone interested in breeding catfish. In March of the
second year I had them, I thought my pair were going to spawn. The tank temperature had dipped down to the
low 60's in January and February and was approaching 70 by mid March. I had been feeding them heavily with
live shrimp and guppies as well as pellets. At dusk the male started cleaning a ceramic pipe in the tank, he alternated between cleaning and swimming with the female. The fish would swim around the tank with the male
slightly behind. He would rub against the female and nudge her belly and when they got close to the ceramic
pipe he would try to get her to enter. Eventually she went in too, and also seemed to be cleaning the pipe. I
never saw any eggs, and unfortunately the male died during a heat wave when my air conditioner broke. I have
hopes of trying again after my next collecting trip if I'm lucky enough to find more tadpole madtoms.
I hope I have sparked a little interest in the keeping and propagation of these reclusive catfish. Their ease
of keeping and grace while swimming will quickly make them some of your favorite fish too.
This article can also be viewed on the Minnesota Aquarium Society web site. As published in Aqua News January/
February 1997, A Publication of the Minnesota Aquarium Society
Photo Credit: Konrad P. Schmidt from the The Native Fish Conservancy at www.nativefish.org

Rar e ‘ l eo p a rd sp ot ’ fi s h w h ic h w a s d isc ov e r ed b y
s c u b a d i v e r s, i s b r ed in an a qu ar i u m f o r t h e f ir st t im e ev e r
www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2603251/Rare-leopard-spot-fish-discovered-scuba-divers-bred-aquarium-timeever.html
By Jennifer Newton
Published: 18:03 GMT, 12 April 2014 | Updated: 19:24 GMT, 12 April 2014

·
·
·
·

The fish have been bred in captivity at the Blue Reef Aquarium in Newquay
The colourful creatures are covered in bright red and orange spots
They were virtually unknown until introduction of modern scuba equipment
More fish due to hatch at the aquarium in the coming days
Rare leopard spot fish have been bred in an aquarium for
the first time ever. The colourful leopard spot goby fish, which are
covered in bright red and orange spots, were virtually unknown
around the British coast until the introduction of modern scuba
equipment. Now, they have been successfully bred for the first
time in captivity at the Blue Reef Aquarium in Newquay, Devon
and staff are hopeful the tiny hatchlings will continue to thrive.
Hundreds of rare leopard spot goby fish have been bred at
the Blue Reef Aquarium in Newquay, Devon

London Aquaria Society
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Rar e ‘ l eo p a rd sp ot ’ fi s h w h ic h w a s d isc ov e r ed b y
s c u b a d i v e r s, i s b r ed in an a qu ar i u m f o r t h e f ir st t im e ev e r
cont’d from page 5

Their bright markings are all the more unusual as most other members of the goby family are far more
drably coloured to match their rocky or sandy habitat.
We're literally looking after hundreds of microscopic hatchlings with even more due to hatch out any day.
We have a group of four adults here at Blue Reef but this is the first time they have bred. As far as we
know the species is not on display anywhere else in the UK so we think this is actually a first.
The aquarium has successfully bred hundreds of the hatchlings, which are pictured here under a microscope.
The species is thought to be native to the
south west of England, with further populations reported in the north east of the country.
The leopard spot goby lives in shallow seas
below the low water mark in rocky areas and are
occasionally found in rockpools.
In the wild they feed on small crustaceans and other
tiny invertebrates.
Although records are scarce, experts believe
the fish breed in the spring and are relatively short-lived - apparently dying once they have spawned.

Common Lyretail
Aphyosemion australe
http://maxstrandberg.com/articles/common_lyretail.htm

The Common Lyretail, which becomes about six cm (about
2,4 inch) long, is probably the most common killifish in the aquariumhobby. Any aquarist can keep and breed the Common Lyretail.
Killifishes (also called killis or egglaying toothcarps) is a
large group of fishes. Many of them live for only a few months during the rainy season, and die when the dry
season comes. Because of this they have eveolved eggs that can lie and wait for the next rain to fall. For the
aquarist this means that you can breed the fishes, pick up the eggs and send them trough the snailmail in an envelope or package to an other aquarist. The other aquarist can then put the eggs in water, hatch them and get fry!
One way of obtaining killis is to join a killi society (for example Skandinaviska Killi Sällskapet for people in
Scandinavia) which provides a good connection between different killi breeders. Killifish enthusiast stay in contact
with eachother all over the world and trade eggs trough the snailmail. Killies are seldom found in aquarium
stores, so these contacts are often the only way of getting a rare species. Because the import of killies is quite
small, ordinary killi enthusiasts travel and catch killies in the wild. A few journeys are usually performed every
year. Through these journeys, about 15 new species are discovered every year.
London Aquaria Society
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Common Lyretail
Aphyosemion australe
cont’d from page 6

The aquarum to keep killies, like the Common
Lyretail, can be any aquarium of about twelve Liters
(about 2,6 US Gallons) or larger. They can be cept in
a normal community aquarium together with non
agressive fishes. If you keep them in a species aquarium, you can arrange it in the following manner:
Some normal aquarium gravel on the bottom, one or
two handfuls of peat above the gravel and a large
bunch of java moss (to fill up about 80 % of the watervolume).
To breed the Common Lyretail you don't need to make that much preparations. In an aquarium of about
ten Liters (about 2,2 US Gallons) you put some peat on the bottom and preferably a yarn mop. (A bunch of artificial wool.) You let the aquarium stand without fish for a few days and then you put in the breeder fish. It is appropriate to use one male and a femele, or one male and two females. The fish will hopefully start to breed
within a few hours.
The male swims close to the female and show his fins. If the female is willing to spawn, she follows the
male until he chooses a spawningsite. Then the pair stand side by side and tremble with force. The eggs and
sperm are released. When the breeding fish have been in the aquarium for about one week, it's time to move
them back to their ordinary aquarium. The eggs hatch after about two weeks (if you let the eggs stay in the aquarium) and the fries can eat artemia naupli from the start. Raising them is no problem and the fish are ready to
spawn when they are about three months old.

Dusky Millions Fish

Phalloceros caudimaculatus
www.fishkeeper.co.uk/databank/dusky-millions-fish

Synonyms: Girardinus caudimaculatus
Distribution: Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay.
Introduced to Ethiopia, Malawi, Australia, and New Zealand.
Sexual Dimorphism: Males possess an obvious gonopodium and are smaller than the females.
Maximum Size: 6cm (2.4")
Water Parameters: Neutral to hard and alkaline. pH: 7.0-8.0, dH: up to 20 degrees. Some populations inhabit
mildly brackish waters.
Temperature Sub-tropical: 18-22 deg C (64-72 deg F)
Compatibility: Species aquarium or specialist sub-tropical community of small peaceful fish only.
Lighting: No special requirements
London Aquaria Society
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Dusky Millions Fish
cont’d from page 7

Care: Phalloceros caudimaculatus is a livebearing species known from densely vegetated streams and ponds, as
well as the sluggish sections of rivers. They prefer a heavily planted aquarium with gentle filtration and water
movement, in order to emulate the natural conditions. Choose robust plants or fast growers, as many soft
leaved plants will be browsed upon, although not so much if the fish are kept well fed. Floating species such as
duckweed (Lemna spp.) may be used to help diffuse bright lighting.
Wherever possible, it is best to keep at least 2 or 3 females to every male; this will reduce the amount of
attention that any one female receives from the amorous males and will also further your chances of raising
more fry. A shoal of at least 6-8 fish is preferable in a good sized tank and although there may be a bit of minor
chasing between rival males, they are rarely aggressive towards one another and generally do not cause damage.
Tank mates are possible, but do ensure these are short-finned, fast-swimming, and are happy in the same
cool conditions - although be aware that in such a community setting, any P. caudimaculatus fry may be at risk
from predation. Some wild populations of this species inhabit mildly brackish conditions, and although most
that are offered in the trade are captive bred in freshwater, it is wise to check with your dealer what conditions
they are being kept in.
These fish are very sensitive to changes in water chemistry, so any adjustments in parameters must be carried out gradually, and much care should be taken when performing water changes (change very small amounts
on a frequent basis, but add the new water very slowly). For this reason, we would suggest this species for advanced aquarists only. The natural colour form of P. caudimaculatus is a rather plain silvery fish with a small,
dark, vertical elongated mark under the dorsal fin origin, and profusions of black patches on the fins. However,
there are several tank bred colour forms available in the trade, which have been assigned erroneous scientific
names that are not actually valid, but are mentioned here as they are so widely used.
These include the spotted form P. caudimaculatus 'reticulatus' (pictured here), a golden variety known as
P. caudimaculatus 'auratus', and a spotted, golden form referred to as P.
caudimaculatus 'reticulatus auratus'. The
pictured fish were captive bred in the
Czech Republic. The wild form of this
species was deliberately introduced to
Ethiopia, Malawi, Australia, and New
Zealand in efforts to help control mosquito numbers. The fish have become
firmly established in these countries, yet
unfortunately have had negligible effects on mosquito numbers, and in
some areas have actually had adverse
effects on local fauna.
London Aquaria Society
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Dusky Millions Fish
cont’d from page 8

Feeding:

Small frozen foods such as baby brine shrimp, vitamin-enriched brine shrimp, mini-bloodworm, white

mosquito larvae, and daphnia; plus crushed flake and micropellets. Will nibble on algae, aufwuchs, and softleaved plants. It is important to include a good proportion of vegetable matter in the diet, and this should also
limit damage to any delicate aquatic plants.
Breeding: Easy. P. caudimaculatus are livebearers, which means that the females give birth to live young. After
fertilisation occurs, the female gestates for around 4 weeks (temperature dependent), after which time she will
give birth to up to 50 free-swimming fry (although numbers will be fewer in younger females). Whilst the adults
are not usually predatory towards the young, any other fish species in the same aquarium could predate on the
fry if not separated. However, a few will normally manage to survive onto adulthood when kept in a well
planted aquarium with lots of natural hiding places. The young are able to take baby brineshrimp ( Artemia nauplii) and microworm as soon as they are born.

Do Koi Have Teeth to Bite?
https://pondinformer.com/advice/do-koi-have-teeth-bite/
August 4, 2017November 30, 2017

Do Koi Bite? A Guide to Koi Teeth: Feeding by hand is one of the best parts about keeping koi carp, giving
you a great close-up view and a chance to get better antiquated with your fish. With that said, koi are fairly large
animals and can have fairly large mouths to boot, so it may have crossed your mind during feeding if they can
actually bite you? Well, strangely enough, koi DO have teeth and they DO chew their food, but there is almost
no chance of them actually biting you.
Do Koi Have Teeth ?
Close up showing a young koi
carp and their pharyngeal teeth located at the back of
the throat.
Yes, contrary to popular belief, koi do in-fact have teeth –
quite a lot of them, too! The thing is, we just never get a chance to
see them as they’re located way down, past the gills at the back of
the throat. These kinds of teeth are called “Pharyngeal Teeth“, and
can be found in a variety of freshwater fish , including goldfish,
loach, and ornamental koi carp.
Since goldfish are much smaller in comparison, you may be
able to spot the teeth under the correct angle and lighting while
feeding. In terms of koi, you’d be lucky to be able to even reach
that far down as their sheer size means their teeth are very well hidden.
Even though the teeth aren’t located in the mouth, they’re still attached to a bony structure called
the pharyngeal bone, located just behind the gill chambers. This may not be a jaw bone, but food is still chewed
by koi with the help of a bony section (“carp stone”) located at the top of the pharynx (throat) right above the
teeth. The food is crushed and ground up with a familiar chewing motion which can sometimes even be heard if
you listen carefully enough.
London Aquaria Society
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Do Koi Have Teeth to Bite?
cont’d from page 9

Can Koi bite if I feed them?

Koi won’t bite while

you feed them, but may harmlessly pull on your finger
as they try to get food.
Koi have very muscular mouths and will be able
to give your fingers a noticeable “pull” if they manage
to get a hold of any while feeding. However, since their
actual teeth are located far back inside their throat, it
would be quite difficult for you to actually get nipped in
the process. Koi also make sure to “taste” any food they
suck up before moving it into chewing reach, and we’re
most certainly not on their favourite foods list for that
to happen.
In younger or smaller koi, you could technically
reach far enough to touch their teeth, but for adult fish
they’re usually located past fingers reach, so you’d never
get within range. If your koi has flukes (a type of parasite) which attach to the gills and you’re checking them over,
you may be able to catch sight of the teeth as you check over their gill chambers, but even this is unlikely to lead
to any biting. Any injury you have from touching the teeth is more likely caused due to the stress you’re putting on
the koi, causing them to wiggle and gulp to get free.
In other words, you’re very unlikely to ever get bitten by a koi you’re feeding – even if a jumbo sized one!
They may look big and scary, but the worst you’ll encounter from a hungry carp is a slight pull of the finger and
less food in your hand.
Will Koi eat other pond fish? Koi wok well with goldfish, so
you don’t need to worry about them eating them!
While they won’t actively hunt for other fish, anything a hungry
koi can suck up into it’s mouth may become fish food pretty
quickly. Even though koi are very unlikely to eat smaller fish, such
as goldfish, they’ll happily gobble up fry (baby fish), tadpoles,
snails, and pretty much any insect they can find. Just because they
won’t eat smaller fish, however, doesn’t mean you won’t have
problems.
Some koi are more temperamental than others, with every fish
often having very distinct personalities. There is also a “pecking
order” established in herding fish, with larger, more aggressive koi
often being the ones in charge.
Problems can arise when you have a more aggressive koi trying to maintain it’s
pecking order in the presence of smaller fish, as the larger koi may choose to nip at the fins and tail of the fish to
assert dominance in the pond.
London Aquaria Society
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Do Koi Have Teeth to Bite?
cont’d from page 10

Luckily, this is actually quite rare and most of the time even the largest of koi are very docile fish, so you
shouldn’t have anything to worry about if you want to put them together. Fully matured goldfish are even less
likely to have problems, but none will actually be eaten by koi.
I think I found a Koi tooth – Is that bad? If you look hard enough,
especially while cleaning your filter box, you may notice small white objects that may actually turn out to be teeth from your koi. This is perfectly
normal and nothing to be alarmed about. Koi, just like other species of
fish, will shed a certain amount of teeth naturally throughout their life.
You’ve likely heard of sharks having multiple rows of teeth, and while koi
don’t hold lots of sets, they still shed old teeth in the same manner to
make way for new teeth. In-fact, koi may shed upwards of 30+ sets of
teeth in their lifetime, so it’s fairly common for you to start finding old
teeth around the pond the longer you have your fish.
As stated, the filter box is the most common place to find them as they’re easily sucked through your pump
into the mechanical filter media. You may also notice them inside your bottom sludge if you start racking it out
during a clean of the pond. Unless you have a lot of koi, which would mean a lot of shed teeth (sharp objects),
you don’t need to remove them as they pose no major problems. However, they can eventually lead to tears in
the liner or damaged filter media, so keeping up with general pond cleaning and equipment maintenance is important so that doesn’t happen.
Editor’s Note: I’ve been breeding Koi for 35 years now and I can remember the first time I found some Koi
teeth. Under the foyer, we have a small space where I keep, 2, 150 gallon ponds. These ponds were used to
house Koi fry during the winter, which enabled me to get good size on them to sell in the spring.
One day, while making water changes in one of these ponds, I noticed about 8 white objects at the bottom. I scooped them out and was shocked because I thought these were teeth that my kids had lost. I also used
to babysit children and I thought that they had all gotten together to pull out each others teeth and then throw
them into the pond. As you have just read, I have a
very vivid imagination. I checked the kids out to see if
this was the case and they looked at me like I was from
Mars, (probably am). They didn’t have a clue as to
what I was talking about so I left because I didn’t want
to freak them out any further.
A few weeks later I read an article on the net
that talked about the fact that Koi have teeth, pharyngeal teeth to be exact. So, after a long laugh, I told the
kids about the Koi having teeth. I still have these teeth
somewhere and if I can find them, I’ll bring them in to
show.
London Aquaria Society
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Anatomical clues to human evolution from fish
By: Dr. Michael Mosley, BBC, 5 May 2011
http://www.bbc.com/news/health-13278255

It may seem strange that humans have evolved from fish, but the evidence can be found not
just in fossils but also within our own bodies.
Your face is your most expressive feature; it tells the world what you are feeling, who you are and where
you come from. Although no two faces are exactly the same, they share a number of common characteristics; a
couple of eyes, a nose, a mouth and a philtrum.
The philtrum is the groove on your top lip that lies just beneath your nose. You see it every day in the mirror so you probably never think about it. It has no obvious function. Instead it is an accident of our origins, a
clue to our fishy past and how our faces first formed.
Your face is formed in the womb in the
first couple of months of life, from when you
were the size of a grain of rice to when you
were the size of a kidney bean. This unique
time-lapse video shows the face developing
from a one-month-old embryo to an age of 10
weeks. If you watch it closely, you will see
that the human face is actually formed of three
main sections which rotate and come together
in an unborn foetus. The way this happens
only really makes sense when you realise that,
strange though it may sound, we are actually
descended from fish. This article states that there is a time lapse video but I was unable to find it .
The early human embryo looks very similar to the embryo of any other mammal, bird or amphibian - all
of which have evolved from fish. Your eyes start out on the sides of your head, but then move to the middle.
The top lip along with the jaw and palate started life as gill-like structures on your neck. Your nostrils and the
middle part of your lip come down from the top of your head. There is no trace of a scar; the plates of tissue
and muscle fuse seamlessly but there is however, a little
remnant of all this activity in the middle of your top lip your philtrum.
This whole process, the bits coming together of the
various elements to produce a recognisable human face,
requires great precision. To fuse correctly, the three sections must grow and meet at precisely the right time in
the womb. If the timing is out, by as little as an hour, the
baby may grow up with a cleft lip or cleft lip and palate,
which can be extremely disfiguring. Around the world
one in 700 babies are born with clefts.
London Aquaria Society
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Monthly Jar Show
Month

Fish

Categories

September

open

October

open open fish Cyprinids (e.g. Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras,
White Clouds….)

November open

open fish Loaches, Suckers & Catfish (e.g. Corydoras, Brochis, Plecos )

open fish Cichlids-substrate spawning (e.g. Angels, Kribs, Rams….
- mouth-brooding (e.g., Aulonocara…)
none

My Favourite Fish
Family

C.A.R.E.S. Fish

December

none

January

open open fish Guppies, (Fancy, Trinadadian...)

February

open

open fish Anabantids (e.g. Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise)

March

open

open fish Mollies, Platies, Swordtails

Killifish

April

open

open fish Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars...)

Family

May

open

open fish My Favourite Fish (any type of fish)

June

none

none

None - Due to Christmas Pot Luck

Class

None due to Awards Night

Non-Fish
Bowl Beautiful

Pairs
-

Loaches, Suckers & Catfish
BEST IN SHOW
Name

Month

Fish Name

James Kelly

Name
Joe Hoffer

Cares fish Butterfly Goodeid/Splitfin (Ameca splendens)
March
White Cloud Mountain Minnows (Tanichthys albonubes)
Month
Adult Fish Competition
Nov.
open fancy male Guppy (Poecilia reticulata)

J. McNaughton

Nov.

J. McNaughton

Nov.

Cares fish Butterfly Goodeid/Splitfin (Ameca splendens)

Gift Certificate Sponso r
Southwestern Pet Centre
Southwestern Pet Centre

Ribbon
Red
Red

Special thanks to all those who bring fish &
Name
Month
Adult Plant Competition
Ribbon
plants
to Japanese
our Bamboo
monthly
auction.
J. McNaughton
March
open
Plant / DwarfShow
Asian Grass &
(Blyxa
japonica)
Red
F. & L. Cromb March
J. McNaughton March
F. & L. Cromb March

open Anubias sp. (with flower)
Blue
open Hygrophila stricta
White
Where did fish evolve from? The evolution of fish began
open African Water Fern (Bolbitis heudelotii)
about 530 million years ago during the Cambrian explosion.
Early fish from the fossil record are represented by a group of
small, jawless, armoured fish known as ostracoderms. Jawless
fish lineages are mostly extinct. An extant clade, the lampreys,
may approximate ancient pre-jawed fish. January 23, 2016

www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjthfvB47Mc
London Aquaria Society
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Flashlight Fish and their Glow-In-The-Dark Friends
The flashlight fish Anomalops katoptron uses light from glowing bacteria to find food in the dark
Posted on March 20, 2017May 22, 2017 by Gina Riggio

Animals are unable to tell us why they do the things they do, and curious scientists often want to find out.
They set up experiments to see how animals behave in certain situations and try to determine the motivations for
the behavior. The behavior often gives the animal a survival edge, as is the case for this study of Anomalops
katoptron, otherwise known as the splitfin flashlight fish. This fish lives in shallow waters in coral reef caves in the

Indian Ocean and has some peculiar traits.
Researchers in Germany wanted to understand the purpose of blinking lights
under the flashlight fish’s eyes. That’s right – blinking lights! Many species of fish actually live in a symbiotic relationship with glowing bacteria that live on their bodies. “Symbiotic” means that both
species benefit from the relationship — the fish get light in dark waters and caves, and the bacteria get a place to
live and eat.
In the case of the flashlight fish, the light organs are bean-shaped cavities under their eyes filled with this
particular kind of glowing microorganism, and they blink at regular intervals at night. The blinking patterns are in
fact so striking that it startled scientists and inspired them to want to look for meaningful patterns or a purpose
for the blinking. They proposed three possibilities: to ease the fish’s ability to catch prey in the dark, to communicate with other fish, or to confuse and avoid predators.
The scientists were able to study the splitfin flashlight fish in a laboratory setting because these fish are comfortable in shallow waters and were therefore suited to living in a tank, where the environment could be tightly
controlled and monitored. The blinking patterns were recorded using an infrared camera so that behavior could
be observed even in the dark. Under laboratory conditions, scientists found that the blinking pattern changes between day, night, and during feeding. Because there was a variation during feeding, this lead the researchers to
believe the blinking was related to feeding.

London Aquaria Society
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Flashlight Fish and their Glow-In-The-Dark Friends
cont’d from page 14

The flashlight fish blinks less often during the day and the light organ is open less often compared to night
time, where the blinks increase from 14 blinks per minute to over 90 blinks per minute in the dark. The light organs themselves also open and close differently during day, night, and feeding. During the day, the light organs
were closed 90% of the time. During the night, however, the light organs were closed only half of the time. During feeding, the light organs were actually open 90% of the time, and the blink frequency increased to 44 blinks
per minute. Additionally, and perhaps importantly, the change in blinking and opened/closed state of the light
organ appeared to be triggered by the presence of food. A simple summary is shown below. To see the full dataset, go to the paper here.

The above graphs were created by Sciworthy and show a simplified summary of the data. Please visit the
full paper for the real figures.
This is the first time the flashlight fish
blinking patterns and feeding behavior has been
rigorously tested and described. The researchers
were careful to use a control group of nonluminous flashlight fish – those with poorly
functioning light organs. This allowed them to
rule out the influence of the light on other fish
behaviors, such as interspecies communication.
The data overwhelmingly suggest that the fish
use the light to find prey in the dark, which further supports the idea that the fish and the bacteria have a relationship where both species
benefit.
London Aquaria Society
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THE EXTREME AQUARIUM
SARNIA’S NEWEST AQUARIUM STORE
WE SPECIALIZE IN FRESH AND SALTWATER FISH
782 ROSEDALE AVE

SARNIA, ONTARIO

519 -328-7226

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, 6:00 P.M. -9:00 P.M.
SATURDAY, SUNDAY, 1:00 P.M.-5:00 P.M.
IF IT’S NOT IN STOCK, WE WILL GO TO
EXREME MEASURES TO FIND IT FOR YOU.

Girardinichthys multiradiatus Maravatio, Mexico
http://aquavisie.retry.org/Database/Aquariumfish/Girardinichthys_multiradiatus.html

Peaceful fish that you should not keep at temperatures that
are too high. When you keep them at a temperature above 20°C
(68°F), they don't get old. The aquarium should be planted well on
the sides and background. In the middle you should leave a lot of
free swimming space. Clear water and a regular changing of the
water with cooler water are appreciated. A powerful filter is necessary.
They are omnivorous, so you should give
them a great variety of live,
frozen and dry food. A part of the food should be vegetable such as algae.
Breeding is easy. They are viviparous and after a gestation period
of 7-8 weeks about 15 young are born. Generally, the parents don't
chase them. You can raise them with baby brine shrimp and fine crushed
dry food.

E v en t ’s C a l en d ar
December:
10 - 11:00 AM - CAOAC Executive Meeting Waterdown ON
10 - 12:00 PM - CAOAC General Meeting and President's Lunch, Waterdown O N
London Aquaria Society
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CAOAC Report

November 19, 2017

Committee Report s
AHD: Report received from Chatham-Kent.
Archivist: Boxes received from Paul via Barry. Old newsletters in abundance. If
clubs wish to have these, please contact Ann.
Awards: December deadline for authours and advanced authours, deadline for
newsletters is January, please forward newlsetters to Ray Lucas. Achievement and
recognition awards deadline is February. Please see the CAOAC website - awards portal for information and
paperwork.
Binder/Guidelines: Nothing to report.
FAAS: Nothing to report. They are looking for a president.
Fish Breeders Directory: Chatham-Kent, Kitchener and Sarnia have submitted. Peter Melady and Terry
Clements are both receiving First-in certificates.
Fish Rescue: Jerry has the following rescues that need homes - turtles, large goldfish, large plecos, a pacu and an
oscar. There is a pacu down East that needs rescuing. An LAS member rescued a catfish. In Vancouver, two fish
were rehomed.
Futures: Looking for people with ideas for areas that we need to work on for our future.
Judges: Ken is putting together a FACEBOOK page for the judges. Please contact Ken if you are a judge, so he
can add you to the page for discussions.
Membership: Membership renewal email was sent out on November 4rh. KWAS and LAS forms have been
completed and returned.
Newsletter: Let Ann know if there is anything that you would like to add.
Open Show: See the website for show paperwork. Clubs have been forgetting to send off the forms to Barb so
that they can be approved for a show. A question arose regarding the specialty shows such as the one held in Peel
recently.
Barb will be making a report to bring to the December meeting with regards to it. There will be discussions
regarding whether the points from these individual specialty groups should be calculated toward the Champion of
Champions award or if a specialized award should be brought in for them. The Bettas already have their own
specialized award. At this time it is possible for someone to win Champion of Champions as well as the Betta
award based on the points. Barb has the show program if it is needed.
Programs: Nothing to report.
Steering: Nothing to report.
Ways & Means: Special thanks to Ed who brought in his lentil soup. $8.30 was spent for treats. We did not
have a raffle (no donations) or a 50/50. (instead, everyone in attendance bought a raffle ticket to win a convention ticket ) - Jackson Draper made the draw and Ron Bishop won. The tickets in the draw were combined from
Oktoberfish, SCAT auction and CAOAC meeting. $8.25 was collected for donations toward treats.
Webmaster: The website is now set up so that you can book your hotel room and buy your convention tickets.
Bryan Chin has been added as an additional speaker. Events for next year are added as the information is received. It is as up to date as can be.
London Aquaria Society
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CAOAC Report

November 19, 2017

Club Reports

Barrie: A club member did a how to on nano tank set up. Everyone got a
bowl, shrimp, etc to do their own. They did an update on the CAOAC convention. December is potluck. Planning is in progress for the April 8, 2018 auction.
Betta Breeders of Canada: The district show held in Peel was good with 5 people entering. The club is looking for people to be on the executive.
Calgary: No report
Chatham-Kent: Frank Aguirre did a talk on biotopes. December is the potluck. Looking for speakers for the new
year. There is no January meeting. February is the first meeting of the new year.
Durham: November was the fall auction. December is the Holiday potluck.
Hamilton: Randy Seufurt did the November talk . December is pizza and wing night. Neighbour to neighbour
donations are being accepted. There will be a silent auction with proceeds going to neighbour to neighbour
(donations accepted) March 24, 2018 show and auction.
Kitchener: Zenin did a talk on filtration. There were 32 people in attendance. They had a mini show 8 entrants
with 13 entries in the show. There was a raffle
London: Bob Wright was the speaker for our November meeting. He did a talk about his holiday to Honduras.
We had a small jar show, a 50/50 draw which Bob won. We also had our monthly auction with another visit
from Glen Hawkins from Windsor. A few BAP/HAP certificates were handed out.
Our December meeting will be our potluck. We will be supplying pizza and pop.
Ottawa: No report
Peel: November auction had 1066 items the average sale was $11.58. The specialty show had 80 entries (4
classes) There were two new sponsors. The Tropica rep (from Guelph) did a talk on aquascaping. Rachel O'Leary
will be doing a dinner talk on June 9, 2018. She will be bringing some things for a small auction.
St Catherines: Jessica Bullock did a talk about some of the HDAS clubs tanks. October 29 was the auction with
about 550 items. December is a mini auction and Christmas party.
Sarnia: No report
Saskatoon: No report
Trans-Canada Guppy Group: Nancy is in Shanghai and will report
later.
Windsor: No report

CONVENTION 2018
There have now been 4 full convention tickets raffled off. Eric
Geissinger and Ron Bishop got numbers 3 and 4. All money collected so
far has been handed in to Ed (the treasurer) Ken McKeighan will soon be
sending a painting that will be given away as a prize in a draw for someone who books their room early.
See above (webmaster) or go to the website for more details.
London Aquaria Society
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C.A.O.A.C Report
New Business
The Brantford Aquarium Society is going to revive the club. They
are having a potluck party to celebrate on Tuesday, December 19,
2017. The club is sending the appropriate paperwork to the CAOAC secretary. (Ann)
There is interest in Kingston for restarting a club there and
also from Thunder Bay.

Store Hours
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
11:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Thursday, Friday
11:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday
12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
London Aquaria Society
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GIVE YOUR FISH WHAT THEY DESERVE!
245 Southgate Dr. Unit #3

Spoil your fish with quality fish food and

Guelph, Ontario

aquarium supplies from AngelFins.

Phone: 519-546-6911

See our website for store hours.
AngelFins

Email: info@angelfins.ca

http://angelfins.ca/

Moore Quality...
Moore Knowledge…
Moore Service...
4683 Sunset Road

Phone: 519-782-4052

Port Stanley, Ontario N5L 1J4 Fax: 519-782-3139
www.moorewatergardens.com
Over 80 Years of Quality & Service
“Everything for the Water Gardening Enthusiast
10% Discount to all Club Members
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit
organization, established in June 1956. Its
main objective is to promote interest in breeding and raising tropical fish and to provide a
means through which hobbyists may exchange
ideas, gain information and display their fish,
sharing them in the public in the London Area.

Great Job Leanne
London Aquaria Society

Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10 issues of our Newsletter. Articles in this publication
may be reprinted provided full credit is given to the
Author, the London Aquaria Society and 2 copies of
the published bulletin or magazine in which the article appears, is to be mailed to:
London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, Ontario N5W 1A3
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Southwestern
Pe t C e n t r e
1641 Dundas Street
(New Location) Dundas
& Saskatoon,
London, Ontario
Please Support Them,
They support us!!!
M o nd a y - W e d n e sda y : 9:30 a.m. -8:00 p.m.
Thursday - Friday: 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
1641 Dundas St London, ON N5W 3C3
1-519-451-7279
www.yelp.ca/biz/southwestern
-pet-centre-london-2

P ET P A RADIS E
S UPE RS TO RE
Locally Owned & Operated Since 1995
LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF
PUPPIES, KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH,
AND SMALL ANIMALS
 Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
 Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
 Great Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
 Pets Always Welcome!
RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND SUPPLIES WHEN YOU PRESENT YOUR AQUARIA SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP CARD.

Our Store Hours:
Mon-Fri……9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
Saturday…...9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
Sunday…....11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.

519-432-1600
1080 Adelaide St. North
London, Ontario

FISH & STICKS
TROPICAL FISH

Bonsai and Tropical Fish
385 Talbot Street
Saint Thomas, Ontario
Don Lucas
Owner/Operator
donlucas123@hotmail.com
(519) 637-6922

OVER

519-245-0721
11 Frank Street
Strathroy, Ontario
Join us on Facebook at:
Pets’n’ponds
Monday - Tuesday
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Friday -10:00 a.m. - 8:00 .m.
Saturday & Sunday
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

London Aquaria Society
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COME AND SEE BIG AL’S AQUARIUM
SERVICES WAREHOUSE


10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH



EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH



SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS



SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD



HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES



AQUARIUMS FROM 2.5 TO 300 GALLONS



BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
WOODEN STANDS

519-668-2752



EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS



REPTILES

BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

CORALIFE

10% Discount
To London Aquaria Society
Members
(except sale items)
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